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1 Overview
The Profile Directory module allows the creation and display of profile
information and staff biographies on SiteExecutive pages.
Information is initially created by an administrator in SiteExecutive and
can be updated at any time by non-SiteExecutive staff members who
own those profiles (profile owners). Displaying a staff member’s profile
on SiteExecutive pages allows site visitors to search and locate an
individual’s information in an easy format.
The Profile Directory module captures and displays core profile
information by default. The core information includes the staff member’s
first, middle and last name, as well as title, e-mail address, phone
number and photo, if available. Furthermore, custom fields which capture
other staff information can be created and used to display additional
desired information to visitors. The custom data can be captured by
directory. The information entered into most core and custom fields is
searchable and will display to the general public.
The search results can be set up to display the staff member list in
alphabetical order by last name or in random order. When results
display, visitors have the capability of linking to an individual staff
member’s profile to view that individual’s detailed profile information.
The module may be inserted in different modes to allow for seven
separate functionalities. These modes include:
 Login mode: Allows a profile owner (SiteExecutive or nonSiteExecutive user) to log in to access the profile created for
him/her by the administrator.
 Edit Profile mode: Displays the editable version of the profile.
This mode allows a profile owner to update his/her profile and
save changes. If approval is required for the person’s profile to
become active, the search results will not display the updated
information until the profile is approved by the administrator.
 Search Form mode: Allows a search form to be inserted and
displayed on a SiteExecutive page. This form is used by site
visitors to search for and find staff profiles. The search form can
include all directories or a specified directory.
 Search Results mode: Displays a list of profiles found when the
search is conducted or when the page is accessed directly.
 Related Profile mode: Displays a list of profiles found matching
predetermined values for specified profile fields.
 Display Profile mode: Displays the desired staff member’s
related information when a visitor clicks on a profile listed in the
search results.
 Featured Profiles mode: Displays information of one profile as
defined by page creator.

1.1 Module Accomplishments
The Profile Directory module accomplishes several tasks:
 Allows an administrator to create directories, which typically
represent departments or sections of an organization.
 Allows an administrator to create directory-specific custom fields,
which capture additional information from profile owners.
 Allows an administrator to create profiles for staff members.
These profiles can be created so that changes made by profile
owners require no approval or require administrative approval
before they appear to site visitors. The profiles can be included in
multiple directories.
 Allows profile owners to modify and update profile information, as
well as change passwords to access their profiles.
 Allows site visitors to search profiles. The results may display
directory-specific or all directories’ approved profiles.
 Allows administrators to analyze and refresh their profile index
files to ensure searches display accurate results.
 Allows site owners to feature specific profiles on pages.
 Allows site owners to display a list of profiles based on
predetermined criteria.

1.2 Permissions
The Profile Directory module is permissions-specific and can be
inserted on pages or templates. Permissions assigned will determine the
action that can be performed by users.
At the module level, administrative permissions are required for
administrators to approve a profile (via the Approval tab) and to refresh
the search index (for search results purposes). Write permissions allow
users to create a profile (via the Desktop tab).
At the directory level, users must have administrative permissions to
create custom fields (via the Custom Fields tab). Users must have write
permissions to create, edit, add, remove and archive profiles, as well as
modify properties of the directory.

2 Directory and Profile Creation
As an administrator, a SiteExecutive user can create directories for
departments in an organization and can create custom fields to capture
department-specific information from staff members. Administrators can
edit custom fields, delete custom fields, edit directory properties and
delete directories. Administrators can also create, edit, archive and
approve profiles. Furthermore, administrators can establish the Profile
Directory module on pages to set up the login and edit pages, which
allow profile owners to access and modify their profiles. Administrators
can also establish the search form, search results and profile display
pages to allow site visitors to search for and find profiles.

2.1 Establishing Directories
Directories typically designate departments or large sections of an
organization and facilitate organization of directories. Administrators can
create custom fields at the directory level. This allows departmentspecific information to be captured for profiles.

2.1.1 Creating a Directory
Directory creation can only be accomplished by users that have
administrative permissions to the Profile Directory module in the
SiteExecutive explorer.
To create a directory:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.

2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.

3. Double-click Create Directory on the Desktop tab.

The Create Directory dialog box will appear.

4. Enter information in the available fields.
Note: “<<” indicates that these fields require information.
The system will not allow content editors to proceed without
completing these fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Name: Refers to a title for the directory. The name of a directory
displays in the explorer and can be selected via the module
when it is inserted on a page in Search Results mode to
indicate displaying of directory-specific profiles.
Description: Allows for descriptive text to be entered. This can
be used for informational purposes. This field is limited to 255
characters.
5. Click Save.
The created directory will appear selected in the explorer.

2.1.2 Renaming a Directory
Directories may be renamed at any time after they are created.
To rename a directory:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory.

4. Double-click Rename on the Desktop tab.

The Rename dialog box will appear.

5. Enter the desired name in the Name: field.
6. Click Save.
The directory appears renamed in the explorer.

2.1.3 Editing a Directory’s Properties
Once a directory is created, the directory’s properties can be modified.
To modify a directory’s properties:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory.
4. Select the Properties tab.

The Profile Directory Properties screen will appear.

5. Click Edit.

6. Enter desired information in the Description: field.
7. Click Save.

2.1.4 Deleting a Directory
Once a directory is created, it can be deleted.
To delete a directory:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory.
4. Double-click Delete on the Desktop tab.

The Delete dialog box requesting confirmation will appear.

5. Click OK.
Once a directory is deleted it cannot be retrieved. Profiles associated
with a directory will not be deleted. The profiles will no longer have an
association with the deleted directory, but may be added to other
directories.

2.2 Custom Fields
Custom fields capture and allow profile owners to provide additional
information.

2.2.1 Creating Custom Fields
Once a directory is created, custom fields may be created so that
additional profile information can be captured at the directory level.
To create custom fields:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory.
4. Select the Custom Fields tab.

The Custom Field Administration screen will appear.

5. Click New in the Custom Field Administration screen.

The New Custom Field dialog box will appear.

6. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Label: Refers to the title of the custom field. The text entered
here will appear to visitors when they view a staff member’s
profile.
Type: Provides the ability to create custom fields as Limited
Text, Unlimited Text, Link, Select, Yes/No selectors and File
upload and Editor fields. Depending on the type selected,
additional fields appear.
 Limited Text (255 characters): Allows up to 255
characters to be entered.
 Unlimited Text: Allows unlimited number of characters to
be entered.

 Link: Generates link fields, which allow links to be created
as part of a profile. When a Link field is created, two fields
will become available to collect information on the Profile
tab. The Text field, which becomes available, allows the
entry of a title. This will become linkable text that will
display in the search results for site visitors. The URL
field, which becomes available, requests the fully qualified
URL of the site to which the link should reference. If the
protocol is not entered, the system will enter “http://”
before the entered text. If the URL field is left blank, a
recommendation window will appear to warn the user that
the text will be used as the URL. If text is entered in the
URL field, but the Text field is left blank, the system will
display the URL as the text. Site visitors can click on this
to access the site referenced. If the field is created as a
required field, the system will require text to be entered in
the URL field.
 Select: Creates a text box with a list of options. The
Options field allows the administrator to add the choices
from which they or profile owners can select data. These
will appear to site visitors upon accessing a staff
member’s profile. Clicking on the Add this option icon will
add the entered text to the list of choices. The choices will
be organized in alphabetical order.
 Yes/No: Provides a checkbox option for the profiles. This
custom field always appears as a required field. If it is not
selected, the system assumes a “No” response.
 File Upload: Allows the administrator and/or profile owner
to upload a file as part of the profile. This allows any type
of file to be uploaded.
 Editor: Allows the administrator to utilize a light-weight
WYSIWYG Editor during initial creation of a profile. The
WYSIWYG Editor allows users to Bold, and Italicize text,
create Numbered and Unordered lists, and create Links.
Notes: Provides information to administrators. This only appears
in the Custom Fields tab at the Directory level. This field is not
searchable; it is solely for informational purposes.
Filterable: Enables use of a custom field when using Related
Profiles mode. This option is available in Limited Text, Select
and Yes/No type custom fields.
Required: Displays the custom field as required and ensures
this information is provided in the Profiles tab before the profile
can be saved. The Yes/No custom field is always created as a
required field. Leaving the Yes/No field deselected assumes a
negative response.
7. Click Save.
The fields will appear in the Custom Field Administration
screen.

2.2.2 Editing Custom Fields
Once the custom fields are created, they may be edited.
To edit a custom field:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory.
4. Select the Custom Fields tab.

5. Click the Edit this field tool for the desired custom field.

The Edit Custom Field dialog box will appear.

The dialog box will allow for the Label, Notes, Filterable,
Required and Options fields to be modified. The Type field
cannot be modified, since profile owners may have already filled
out options that are specific to the type of field.
6. Click Save.
The Custom Field Administration screen will display updated
fields.

2.2.3 Deleting Custom Fields
Once custom fields are created, they can also be deleted.
To delete a custom field:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory.
4. Select the Custom Fields tab.

5. Click the Delete this field tool for the desired custom field.

A dialog box requesting confirmation will appear. Deleting a
custom field will delete all of the values assigned to a profile
using the deleted field.

6. Click OK.
The Custom Field Administration screen will display updated fields.

2.3 Creating Profiles
Profiles can be created for any given directory by an administrator. While
initial creation of a profile requires access to SiteExecutive, the profile
can be edited from a page interface by the profile owner. Therefore,
actual profile owners do not require access to SiteExecutive, as long as
the login and edit interfaces are established by an administrator.
Establishing these interfaces is explained thoroughly in an upcoming
section of this User Guide.

2.3.1 Creating a Profile
Profiles can be created at the directory level. They can consist of core
information and/or directory-specific information collected via custom
fields.
To create a profile:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory.
4. Select the Profiles tab.

The Profile Administration screen will appear.

The Profile Administration screen displays profiles in the selected
directory by default. To view all profiles created, All Directories may be
selected in the Filter: field. Additionally, characters may be entered into
the Last Name: field. As characters are entered into this field, the list will
filter to display profiles whose last names match the characters entered.
The Profiles tab is set up to display up to 25 maximum results by
default. The maximum results can be set to display 50, 75, 100 or all
profiles. While a profile result limit can be selected, searches for profiles
are still performed against the entire record set, instead of just the visible
record set.
Note: If there are a large number of profiles and all profiles are
displayed, users may experience performance problems. To avoid
performance problems, the maximum results should be limited to a
small number. The performance problems that are encountered
when all profiles are set to appear will be visible even when filtering
the results by last name or when selecting a profile from a large list.

Beside each profile, there are Remove and Archive icons which allow
the removal and archival of profiles. These functionalities will be
explained in more detail in a later section.

The screen also displays a Basic Profile Information section, which
facilitates the creation of new profiles. Finally, the screen displays a
Directory Level Information section, which is where custom field data
can be entered.
5. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Salutation: Allows the selection of a salutation. The options to
choose from include: Dr., Miss, Mr., Mrs., Ms., Madam, Rev. and
Sir.
First Name: Allows the entry of the profile owner’s first name as
it will appear to site visitors.
Middle Name: Allows the entry of the profile owner’s middle
name as it will appear to site visitors.
Last Name: Allows the entry of the profile owner’s last name as
it will appear to site visitors.
Title: Allows the entry of the profile owner’s title as it will appear
to site visitors.
Email: Allows the entry of the profile owner’s e-mail address.
The e-mail address will appear as a link to site visitors and can
be clicked to generate a new e-mail message by default. This
can be skinned to behave differently with custom code.
Phone: Allows the entry of a phone number.
Photo: Allows the selection of a picture. This field allows .jpg,
.jpeg, .gif and .png files to be selected.
Username: Refers to a username for the profile owner to access
his/her profile via a web page. This will allow a nonSiteExecutive user to modify his/her profile. The username
entered must be unique, as the system will not allow duplicate
usernames. A notification will appear if the chosen username
already exists.
Password: Refers to a secure key for the profile owner to
access his/her profile. The password entered is encrypted before
submission and the encrypted value is stored.
Confirm Password: Allows confirmation of the password.
Approval Required: Allows the administrator to determine if
profile information must be approved when modified. This allows
administrators to review modifications before the profiles become
active to site visitors in search results, if desired. Profiles that
require approval must be approved via the Approval tab at the
module level. This is explained in a later section.
Custom fields will appear in the Directory Level Information section
and will vary depending on the directory. Information can be entered
(and must be entered if fields are required) in the custom fields, if they
are available.

6. Click Save.

2.3.2 Editing a Profile
Once a profile is created, administrators can access it to modify profile
information.
To edit a profile:
1. Select the directory under Profile Directory in the explorer in
which the profile is stored.
2. Select the Profiles tab.
3. Click the desired profile.
When selected, the profile will appear highlighted and the Basic
Profile Information will appear. The basic information may be
modified. If custom fields are created for the selected directory,
the data entered in the fields may also be modified.

Fields, for which files have already been uploaded, will not
display the name of the file uploaded. Instead, preview and
delete options will be available. Current files may be replaced via
the Browse icon.

Finally, the Password field will appear blank. Beside the actual
field, the system displays a Lock icon which indicates that this
field appears blank for security reasons. A new password may
be re-entered if desired or the field may be left blank to retain the
current password.

4. Make desired modifications.
5. Click Save.
When changes are made and saved to a profile, the Profile
Administration screen will reset to display a maximum of 25
results (which is the default setting for Max Results) in the
selected directory (Filter: This Directory) and the modified
profile will be deselected.

2.3.3 Archiving a Profile
Although profiles may not be deleted, they may be archived.
To archive a profile:
1. Select the directory in which the profile is stored under Profile
Directory in the explorer.

2. Select the Profiles tab.
3. Click the Archive profile icon.

A dialog box requesting confirmation will appear.

4. Click OK.
The profile will not be deleted, but it will no longer be available to
site visitors.
Note: This tool should be used with caution. The system
currently does not allow for retrieval of archived profiles.
Usernames of archived profiles cannot be re-used since
they still exist in the database.

2.3.4 Adding a Profile to Other Directories
Profiles are created in a specified directory. They may, however, be
added to multiple directories after creation.
To add a profile to other directories:
1. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory in the
explorer.
2. Select the Profiles tab.
3. Choose All Directories in the Filter: field.
4. Click the Add profile to this directory icon for the desired
profile.

The profile will be added to the desired directory.

2.3.5 Removing a Profile from a Directory
When a profile is added to a directory, the Add profile to this directory
tool becomes the Remove profile from this directory tool and can be
used to remove a profile from a directory.
To remove a profile from a directory:
1. Select the desired directory under Profile Directory in the
explorer.
2. Select the Profiles tab.

3. Click the Remove profile from this directory icon for the
desired profile.

The profile will be removed from the selected directory.
Note: When profiles are created, they can be set up to
require administrative approval. Approving a profile
requires administrative permissions at the module level and
is explained in a later section of this document.

3 Designing the Module Output
The Profile Directory module must be inserted on pages or templates to
define the login, edit, search form, search results, and profile display
pages. This section contains information regarding design considerations
for each of these pages.
The target audience for this section includes developers, designers and
users with detailed knowledge of XML, XSL and/or Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS). Content authors with minimal influence on styles may skip
this section.

3.1 Overview
The Profile Directory module utilizes a technique of SiteExecutive
content module development that offers developers and designers
complete flexibility over the appearance of content modules placed on a
page or template. This is accomplished by defining modes and themes
for a module.
Modes define the core functionality of the module while themes, coupled
with extended style sheet capabilities, provide the tools for creating rich
design possibilities.
When the module is displayed, the raw data is retrieved, formatted into
the XML structure defined by the mode, passed through the XSL file
defined by the theme for transformation into XHTML and then returned to
the browser for display.

3.1.1 Modes
A mode simply defines what information will be displayed by the module.
Each mode registered for a module maps to a specific XML format that
contains the data to be presented when the module is displayed. For
example, a search module may offer Search Form and Search Results
modes. While the same module is used to offer the Search Form and
the Search Results, the display for each is very different.
One or more modes are defined by the module developer and cannot be
extended or modified. The modes of a module define its core
functionality and display elements. The Profile Directory module
consists of seven modes.

3.1.2 Themes
While the mode of a module describes and defines its raw data, the
theme provides the primary presentation layer – the layout. A theme is
assigned to a mode and maps to an XSL style sheet that is used to
convert the raw XML of the mode into XHTML that will be displayed in
the browser. With the enhanced style sheet capabilities offered in
SiteExecutive 4, CSS may then be applied to the theme output as a skin
to provide a rich final presentation.
Unlike modes, which are fixed, developers may register custom themes
for a module if the desired layout cannot be created using the themes
that ship with the module.

3.1.3 Styles Sheets
A theme converts the raw XML of the mode to functional XHTML, but
CSS styling provides the final touch. Technically, some or all styling
could be done directly in the theme XSL file, but to truly leverage the
power of separation between presentation and content, style sheets
should be employed. With separation of content from presentation, many
skins can be applied to a single layout to present a number of unique
design implementations.

3.2 Creating a Theme
The expected audience for this section is developers and designers who
wish to create a custom layout for the module information. Designers or
content authors who simply wish to style existing layouts may skip to the
next section Designing the Output.

3.2.1 Understanding the XML
The Profile Directory module employs multiple modes to fulfill its
current functional requirements. Each mode ships with one theme. The
XML structure is available in: <install
root>\server\mod\addons\semod_profiledirectory\_sample\xml>.
When the module is displayed, the XML will contain live data populated
at runtime.

3.2.2 Creating the XSL Style Sheet
As mentioned, the XSL style sheet transforms raw XML into presentable
XHTML markup. The transformation from XML to XHTML is not difficult,
but a few requirements must be observed to ensure that any custom
theme fits seamlessly into the SiteExecutive framework:


The XSL file should specify xml output method with the omit-xmldeclaration value set to "yes".



The transformation should display the module content within a
container div. This div tag will provide the module boundaries
for applying fixed widths, borders, background color, etc. using
CSS.

Additionally, the following best practices are recommended:


Transformed markup should be XHTML-compliant.



The use of presentational markup in the transformed XHTML
should be avoided.



The markup should be designed so that CSS style sheet
creators have access to every element of the markup for styling.
This can be done using container elements, class names, etc.

Finally, this module defines certain parameters that should be accepted
by the XSL style sheet. The default values may be set as desired and
any passed values may be ignored, but errors may occur if the following
parameters are not recognized by the XSL file:

Attributes

Description

se-module-id

ID applied to the module container element.
This is primarily used to create CSS styles
using descendant selectors that key on the
module's top level element.

3.3 Designing the Output
The Profile Directory module ships with a single theme per mode
whose displayed markup has been designed to be quite flexible with
respect to styling. That markup is available for designers who wish to
create styles for the module output and can be found in: <install
root>\server\mod\addons\semod_profiledirectory\_sample\xhtml>. The
markup is named by mode with “default” as part of the naming
convention (For example, “modename”-default.xhtml).
With the additional control provided by this module comes additional
responsibility. Designers must be careful to avoid conflicts with existing
styles or the module's final appearance may not be what was expected.

3.3.1 Expanded CSS Functionality
To back this new module paradigm, SiteExecutive offers support for
additional CSS selector types, ID selectors and descendant selectors. It
also offers functionality for importing additional styles into an existing
SiteExecutive style sheet.

3.3.1.1 ID Selectors
ID Selectors are very similar to the class selectors that have been
available in SiteExecutive since the initial release of version 3.5. ID
selectors key on the ID value of an HTML element. In SiteExecutive, an
ID selector can be created by selecting the Advanced type in the New
Selector dialog box.

3.3.1.2 Descendant Selectors
A descendant selector is used to select elements which are descendants
of another element in the document tree. Like ID selectors, descendant
selectors can be created as an Advanced selector type.

3.3.1.3 Appending Styles
In addition to enhanced CSS support, designers can create styles in
external development environments and append those styles to an
existing SiteExecutive style sheet.
This means that, when writing styles for this module, designers can open
the sample HTML file, style it to their satisfaction outside of
SiteExecutive and then apply those styles directly to a style sheet that is
used by pages within SiteExecutive.
To append styles to an existing style sheet:
1. Select the desired style sheet in the explorer.
2. Double-click the Import Styles icon on the Desktop tab.

The Import Styles dialog box will appear.

3. Click Browse.
4. Select the desired style sheet from which styles will be
appended.
5. Click Save.
6. Republish the style sheet.

3.3.2 Applying CSS Styles
The Profile Directory module, like most modules, applies a block of
code to a page. This means that designing the module requires more
than adding a single style to the style sheet in use. More likely, many
styles will be created to support rich presentation of the module.
It is important to note that the default theme of each Profile Directory
module mode shipped with the Profile Directory module is built to be
legible and functional even when no styles have been applied.

3.3.2.1 Applying a Single Style
Designers wishing to support uniform styling for all instances of the
module can base their styles on a class that has been applied to the
module container element by the theme. The class name is
SEProfileDirectoryModule and, when used as the top level
ancestor selector, it can provide a baseline style for all instances. The
module output will pick up these styles if no other styles have been
selected or provided.

3.3.2.2 Providing Options
Individual instances of the Profile Directory module may be styled
differently if styles based on IDs are used. Many designs, all based off of
a different ID can be added to the same style sheet and the content
author can select the preferred design by selecting a module ID when
the module is added to the page.

3.3.2.3 A Hybrid Approach
Designers can apply both of the approaches discussed above by
creating a design based on the class name and one or more designs
based on IDs. In this way, the module is styled according to the
designer's preference whether the user explicitly selects an ID or not.

Extra care is required when taking this approach to prevent unexpected
style conflicts. The rules of style inheritance can prevent a design from
achieving the expected appearance.
Note: To create custom themes, the following document may be
referenced: SiteExecutive Version 4 Profile Directory Module
Custom Themes

4 Profile Access (Non-SiteExecutive Users)
Once the profiles are created within SiteExecutive, non-SiteExecutive
users may update their profiles by accessing the designated pages.

4.1 Establishing the Login and Edit Pages for Profile Owners
The Profile Directory module may be inserted on a page or template to
establish the login and edit pages for profile owners to access and
modify their profiles. In Login mode, the module provides an interface for
profile owners to access their profiles. In Edit Profile mode, the module
displays the profile information and can be edited and updated by profile
owners.
Because the two modes of the module are interdependent, pages on
which both modes will be inserted should be created before any of the
modes are defined on pages. For example, one page named “login.html”
may be created for the Login mode and another page named “edit.html”
may be created and used for the Edit Profile mode.
To establish the module in Login mode:
1. Select the page designated for profile owner login.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page.
4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert a Module tool.
The Insert Module dialog box will appear.
6. Select Profile Directory in the Module: drop-down list.

7. Click Insert.
The Module Properties dialog box will appear.

8. Select Login in the Mode: drop-down list.
Additional options will become available.

9. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Module ID: Displays ID selectors which were parsed from the
style sheet. The ID selector selected will then be passed to
XHTML so that styles based on the ID will determine the look
and feel of the content. The presentation of the content in the
preview area may vary and change when a different ID selector
is chosen.
Administration Page: Refers to the page, which will display the
profile information and which profile owners will access to modify
profile information.
10. Click Save.
Note: The page must be published for the page to become
active.

To establish the module in Edit Profile mode:
1. Select the page designated for profile owners to edit their
profiles.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page.
4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert a Module tool.
The Insert Module dialog box will appear.
6. Select Profile Directory in the Module: drop-down list.

7. Click Insert.
The Module Properties dialog box will appear.

8. Select Edit Profile in the Mode: drop-down list.
Additional options will become available.

9. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Module ID: Displays ID selectors which were parsed from the
style sheet. The ID selector selected will then be passed to
XHTML so that styles based on the ID will determine the look
and feel of the content. The presentation of the content in the
preview area may vary and change when a different ID selector
is chosen.
Login Page: Refers to the page on which the module in Login
mode was inserted.
10. Click Save.
Note: The page or template must be published for the page
to become active.

4.2 Updating Profiles
The Login and Edit pages defined allow non-SiteExecutive users to
access their profiles and update them as desired. If approval is required
for a profile, profile owners may update their profiles, but the updated
information will not appear to site visitors until the profile is approved by
an administrator.
To update a profile:
1. Access the active login page which contains the Profile
Directory module in Login mode.

2. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Username: Refers to the profile owner’s username as defined when the profile
was initially created.
Password: Refers to the password which was provided by the administrator who
created the profile initially. If the password was changed by the profile owner
already, the new password is required.
3. Click Login.
The Edit page will become available if login is successful. If login is
unsuccessful, the login page will refresh and allow a valid username and
password to be re-entered. The system will not indicate unsuccessful login.
The active Edit page appears and displays the profile based on user account
information.

The profile fields can be updated as desired by the profile owner.
4. Make necessary changes to the profile.
5. Click Save.
Fields, which contain files already (Photo and any custom fields
with uploaded files), will appear blank. These fields may be
replaced with new files, though the current files are retained and
can be previewed unless they are deleted. The Password field
will also appear blank. Beside the actual field, the system
displays a Lock icon which indicates that this field appears blank
for security reasons. A new password may be reentered if
desired or the field may be left blank to retain the current
password.
The changes will not appear to site visitors until a profile is
approved (if a profile requires approval). If a profile does not
require approval, the changes will appear as part of the active
profile when search results are displayed.
Note: With the application of robust styles and style sheets,
the design and layout of pages may look different.

5 Profile Search
Once profiles and staff directory information has been created, site
visitors can conduct searches to find staff member profiles. Visitors may
also find lists of profiles that are generated with pre-determined criteria.

5.1 Establishing Search Form, Search Results and Display
Pages for Site Visitors
The Profile Directory module can be inserted on pages to establish a
search form, which users will access to find profiles. It can also be used
to define the search results as they will display and the display settings
for individual profiles. The three modes available to define the form,
results and display of individual profiles are Search Form, Search
Results and Display Profile.
Note: In 4.1 Enhancement Pack 5, a new application to handle
displaying profiles was created called Profile Directory: Display
Profile.
The existing Display Profile module mode will still function but to take
advantage of human readable URIs and be able to control the Browser
Title and other data within the <head> tag of a page, it is suggested to
deploy the Profile Directory : Display Profile application and update
the Profile Page field within the Search Results, Featured Profile and
Related Profile module dialogs.
The three modes of the module are interdependent, pages on which the
modes will be inserted should be created before any of the three modes
are defined on pages. For example, one page named “search_form.html”
may be created for the Search Form mode; another page named
“search_results.html” may be created for the Search Results mode and
another page named “display_profile.html” may be created and used for
the Display Profile mode or In 4.1 Enhancement Pack 5, an application
instance of the Profile Directory : Display Profile can be deployed on
the Site Explorer and be used to replace the Display Profile mode.

5.1.1 Establish Search Form Mode
1. Select the page designated for the search form.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page.
4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert a Module tool.
The Insert Module dialog box will appear.
6. Select Profile Directory in the Module: drop-down list.

7. Click Insert.
The Module Properties dialog box will appear.

8. Select Search Form in the Mode: drop-down list.
Additional options will become available.

9. Enter information in the available fields.

The fields are defined as follows:
Module ID: Displays ID selectors which were parsed from the
style sheet. The ID selector selected will then be passed to
XHTML so that styles based on the ID will determine the look
and feel of the content. The presentation of the content in the
preview area may vary and change when a different ID selector
is chosen.
Directory: Allows the selection of an existing directory if desired.
This will restrict all search results to profiles in the specified
directory. If a directory is not selected, the system will conduct a
search in all the directories. The search results will display all
active profiles.
Results Page: Refers to the page on which search results will
appear.
10. Click Save.
Note: The page or template must be published for the page
to become active.

5.1.2 Establish Search Results Mode
1. Select the page designated for the search results.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page.
4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert a Module tool.
The Insert Module dialog box will appear.
6. Select Profile Directory in the Module: drop-down list.

7. Click Insert.
The Module Properties dialog box will appear.

8. Select Search Results in the Mode: drop-down list.
Additional options will become available.

9. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Module ID: Displays ID selectors which were parsed from the
style sheet. The ID selector selected will then be passed to
XHTML so that styles based on the ID will determine the look
and feel of the content. The presentation of the content in the
preview area may vary and change when a different ID selector
is chosen.
Order Results: Determines the order in which results will appear
to site visitors.
Profile Page: Determines the page or application instance on
which an individual profile will appear when a profile is selected.

Default Directory: Determines the directory, for which active
profiles will appear when the search form is bypassed and the
page is accessed directly (via the URL). The directory selected in
the search form will override the directory selected here if a
search is conducted using the search form. Leaving the default
directory blank will display all active profiles regardless of
directory affiliation.
Profile Limit: Limits the number of profiles displayed. By default,
the field is set to display 100 profiles. This can be changed or left
blank.
Note: If a Profile Limit is not entered, and a large number of
profiles exist, content authors and site visitors may
experience performance problems when previewing the
page on the Preview/Edit tab or when searching on the
active version of the page.
10. Click Save.
In edit mode, only 10 profiles will appear. However, in Preview
mode and when the page is closed or published, all profiles will
appear as restricted by the Profile Limit.
Note: The page or template must be published for the page
to become active.

5.1.3 Establish Display Profile Mode
Note: A better option for displaying profiles is to deploy the Display
Profile application instance, see section 5.1.4
1. Select the page designated for profile display.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page.
4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert a Module tool.
The Insert Module dialog box will appear.
6. Select Profile Directory in the Module: drop-down list.

7. Click Insert.
The Module Properties dialog box will appear.

8. Select Display Profile in the Mode: drop-down list. This option
will be pre-selected.
9. Select an ID selector in the Module ID: drop-down list. The
Module ID: drop-down list displays ID selectors which were
parsed from the style sheet. The ID selector selected will then be
passed to XHTML so that styles based on the ID will determine
the look and feel of the content. The presentation of the content
in the preview area may vary and change when a different ID
selector is chosen.
10. Click Save.
Note: The page or template must be published for the page
to become active.

5.1.4 Deploy Display Profile Application Instance
To deploy the Display Profile application instance:
1. Select a folder where the Display Profile application instance
will reside.
2. Double-click Deploy Application on the Desktop tab of the
folder.

3. Enter a Name for the Display Profile application instance.
4. Select the Profile Directory : Display Profile Application.

5. Click Save.

To configure the Display Profile application instance:
1. Select the Display Profile application instance from the Site
Explorer.
2. Select the Configure tab, click Edit.

3. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields available are the following:
Directory: Determines the directory, for which custom field data
will be used when viewing a specific profile. If [All] is selected,
and a profile exists in multiple directories, all custom field data
for the profile will be shown.
Template: Allows selection of a SiteExecutive template to wrap
the presentation of the application instance.
Is Active: Changes the status of the application instance from
inactive to active. If Is Active is not checked and a user attempts
to view a profile, a 404 response will be returned by
SiteExecutive.
<head> XSL: Allows customization of the data output in the
<head> tag of the page. If left blank or a XML parsing error
occurs with data in the field, it will revert to the default XSL.
<div id=”$se-module-id”>: Ability to specify the ID which will
wrap the entire Display Profile application instance HTML.
<body> XSL: Allows customization of the data output for the
actual profile. If left blank or a XML parsing error occurs with
data in the field, it will revert to the default XSL.
4. Click Save.
Links to the application instance must contain the ID of the profile to view.
Optionally they may also have a trailing slash and arbitrary text. For example, if
the application is setup as www.yoursite.com/profiles/detail, where “detail” is the
name given to the application instance , a link should read in the form:

www.yoursite.com/profiles/detail/4745CB642C9B708043F7D390C83F9841/john
_doe.html. In this example, the “4745CB642C9B708043F7D390C83F9841” is
the required ID of a profile to view and the trailing text (i.e. “/john_doe.html”) is
ignored by SiteExecutive.
Note: The Display Profile application instance must be linked
properly from either the Search Results, Featured Profile or Related
Profile modes to function properly.

5.2 Searching Profiles
As site visitors, guests will access the Search Form, Search Result and
Profile Display page to search for staff members and view profile
information.
Searching works as follows:





First, middle and last names search from the beginning of the field.
Custom fields search for the value entered anywhere in the field.
Trailing and leading spaces are trimmed.
Search criteria are not case sensitive.

To search a profile:
1. Access the active page which contains the Profile Directory
module in Search Form mode.

2. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
First Name: Refers to the desired profile member’s first name. The system will
display all profiles for which an exact first name match is found. The results
depend on the directory selected when the Profile Directory module in Search
Form mode was inserted on the page.

Last Name: Refers to the desired profile member’s last name. The system will
display all profiles for which an exact last name match is found. The results
depend on the directory selected when the Profile Directory module in Search
Form mode was inserted on the page.
Title: Allows the entry of the profile member’s title.
Limited Text, Unlimited Text and Select custom fields may also appear on the
search form and can be searched. They will appear if they exist for the directory
that was selected when the Profile Directory module in Search Form mode was
inserted on the page. If a directory was not selected, only the core fields
mentioned above will appear and can be used for searching.
HTML editor field searchable?
3. Click Search.
The Search Results page which contains the Profile Directory module in
Search Results mode will appear.

The page will display profiles for which search criteria matched. If the Search Results
page is accessed directly via the URL, without actual criteria being entered on the search
form, profiles for the directory specified on this page will appear since the directory
selected on this page takes precedence. If a directory was not specified, all active profiles
will appear regardless of directory affiliation.

To access detailed profile information for a profile member listed in the results:
1. Click on the desired profile member’s name in the Search Results page.
The profile member’s details related to the selected directory will be displayed. If
no directory is selected in Search or Search Results pages, only the basic
information will display.

Note: With the application of robust styles and style sheets, the
design and layout of pages may look different.

5.3 Establishing Related Profiles mode for Site Visitors
The Profile Directory module can be inserted on pages to display a list
profiles that meet a predefined criteria. The criteria is determined by
content authors. Site visitors can also view the details of profiles within
this list. The mode to establish the list of profiles with a predefined
criteria is Related Profiles.
Related Profiles mode is interdependent with Display Profile mode,
which displays the details of the selected profile. Because of this, pages
on which the modes will be inserted should be created before of the
Related Profiles mode is defined on the page. For example, a page
named “related_profiles.html” may be created for the Related Profiles
mode; and another page named “display_profile.html” may be created
and used for the Display Profile mode. Users can then insert the Profile
Directory module on the appropriate pages using the appropriate forms.
To establish the module in Related Profiles mode:
1. Select the page designated to display the list of profiles.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.

3. Click Edit Page.
4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert a Module tool.
The Insert Module dialog box will appear.
6. Select Profile Directory in the Module: drop-down list.

7. Click Insert.
The Module Properties dialog box will appear.

8. Select Related Profiles in the Mode: drop-down list.
Additional options will become available.

9. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Module ID: Displays ID selectors which were parsed from the style
sheet. The ID selector selected will then be passed to XHTML so
that styles based on the ID will determine the look and feel of the
content. The presentation of the content in the preview area may
vary and change when a different ID selector is chosen.
Order Results: Determines the order in which results will appear to
site visitors.
Profile Page: Determines the page or application instance on which
an individual profile will appear when a profile is selected.
Profile Limit: Limits the number of profiles displayed. By default, the
field is set to display 10 profiles. This can be changed or left blank.
Note: If a Profile Limit is not entered, and a large number of
profiles exist, content authors and site visitors may experience
performance problems when previewing the page on the
Preview/Edit tab or when searching on the active version of the
page.
Salutation: Allows the selection of a salutation to match against
when the profiles are listed. The options to choose from include: Dr.,
Miss, Mr., Mrs., Ms., Madam, Rev. and Sir.

Last Name: Allows the entry of the profile owner’s last name
as it will appear to site visitors to match against when the
profiles are listed.
Title: Allows the entry of the profile owner’s title as it will
appear to site visitors to match against when the profiles are
listed.
Directory: Determines the directory, for which active profiles
will appear when the page is accessed. If a directory is
selected, in the Directory Specific Parameters are the
custom fields defined as filterable, and be listed for content
author to specify a criteria. Leaving the directory blank will
display all active profiles matching the criteria defined in the
Basic Profile Parameters.
Directory Specific Parameters: Based on the directory
selected, all filterable fields within that directory will be listed.
Content authors can enter the appropriate information to
these custom fields.
10. Click Save.
Note: The page or template must be published for the
page to become active.

5.3.1 Matching Criteria on Last Name, Title, and Limited Text fields
The matching criteria when defining a Related Profiles mode is the
follow:


Case insensitive



Last Name field matches the string entered in the Module Dialog
from the first character to the last(e.g.-“Ann” will return Ann but
not Ruthanne)



Title and all Limited Text fields match the string entered in the
Module Dialog with any part of an existing Title and Limited Text
field(e.g.-“Manager” will return Manager, Program Manager,
Account Manager)

5.4 Featuring Specific Profiles for Site Visitors
The Profile Directory module can be inserted on pages to feature
specific profiles. The mode to establish the list of profiles with a predefined criteria is Feature Profile.

5.4.1 Selecting Profiles to Feature
Featured Profile mode is interdependent with Display Profile mode,
which displays the details of the featured profile. Because of this, pages
on which the modes will be inserted should be created before of the
Featured Profile mode is defined on the page. For example, a page
named “featured_profile.html” may be created for the Featured Profile
mode; and another page named “display_profile.html” may be created
and used for the Display Profile mode. Users can then insert the Profile
Directory module on the appropriate pages using the appropriate forms.

To establish the module in Featured Profile mode:
1. Select the page that will feature a profile.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page.
4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert a Module tool.
The Insert Module dialog box will appear.
6. Select Profile Directory in the Module: drop-down list.

7. Click Insert.
The Module Properties dialog box will appear.

8. Select Featured Profile in the Mode: drop-down list.
Additional options will become available.

9. Enter information in the available fields.
The fields are defined as follows:
Module ID: Displays ID selectors which were parsed from the
style sheet. The ID selector selected will then be passed to
XHTML so that styles based on the ID will determine the look
and feel of the content. The presentation of the content in the
preview area may vary and change when a different ID selector
is chosen.
Profile Page: Determines the page or application instance on
which an individual profile will appear when a profile is selected.
Filter: The Available screen displays profiles in all directories by
default. In order to view profiles from a specific directory, the
profile directory name must be selected from the drop-down list.
The Available screen will refresh based on the directory selected
in this field.
Last Name: Characters may be entered into this field to filter the
Available profiles. As characters are entered into this field, the
list will filter to display profiles whose last names match the
characters entered.
Max Results: The Available screen is set up to display up to 5
profiles by default. The Max Results can be set to display 10, 20
or all profiles. While a profile result limit can be selected,
searches for profiles are still performed against the entire record
set, instead of just the visible record set.

Note: If there are a large number of profiles and all profiles are
displayed, users may experience performance problems. To avoid
performance problems, the maximum results should be limited to a
small number. The performance problems that are encountered
when all profiles are set to appear will be visible even when filtering
the results by last name or when selecting a profile from a large list.
Available: Displays all profiles that match the criteria defined in Filter:
and Last Name: fields. The number of available profiles is limited to
value in Max Results: field.
Assigned: Displays the profile that will be featured on page. Only one
profile can be assigned. By default, this field is empty.
10. Click on the Select this Profile icon next to the desired name to feature
that profile.

Selected profile will appear under the Assigned area to be featured on
the page.
11. Click Save.
Note: The page or template must be published for the page to
become active.

5.4.2 Viewing Featured Profiles
By default, the module displays a thumbnail of the person’s photo, last
and first names, and title. By clicking on the profile name, the site visitor
can view the full details of the profile.

6 Administrative Functionality
Besides creating directories, at the module level, administrators may
approve profiles (via the Approval tab) and may refresh the search
index (for search results).

6.1 Approving a Profile
When profiles are created, they can be set up to require administrative
approval. This provides profile owners the flexibility to update their own
profiles, while giving administrators the ability to review the profiles
before the profiles become active for site visitors. Approval can be
accomplished immediately after its initial creation or after a profile owner
had made changes to it. If a profile owner accesses his/her profile and
modifies it, the changes will not appear to the public until the changes
are approved by the administrator. Only the last approved version of the
profile will appear to the public.
To approve a profile:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Select the Approval tab.

The list of profiles awaiting approval will appear.

4. Select the desired profile by clicking on the first or last name of
the profile, to review differences between the editable and active
versions of the profile.
The active and editable versions of the profile will appear.

5. Click the Approve this profile icon to approve the profile
changes.

Once the profile is approved it becomes the active version and it
will appear to the public in the search results.

6.2 Refreshing the Search Index
The Profile Directory module utilizes a Lucene indexing for searching
and displaying read-only data.
Profiles may have more than one version at any given time, including:
Active, Editable or Archive. A profile should only have one Active
(when it is approved, if approval is required) and/or one EDITABLE
version. A profile may also have many Archive versions. Profiles that
are only approved once, or activated immediately without approval, may
have no Archive versions.
When profiles are created, they are indexed. The index files are located
on the server in the instance root in \search\lucene\profiledirectory.

Typically, in the index, the latest profile version will override the previous,
allowing the index to contain the latest modifications to a given profile.
This is true at any time except in the case where an Editable version is
added after an active version. In this case, because the Active version of
a profile is the version available for search results, the Editable version
(modifications made to the profile and not yet approved), will be ignored.
To ensure the index is up to date, a Refresh Profile Index tool is
available at the module level on the Desktop tab.
The following should be considered when refreshing the profile index:


Profile index refresh should be completed periodically.



Profile index refresh should be completed during off-peak hours
since it is CPU intensive and affects performance.



Searching and editing processes will fail within the Profile
Directory module while the index refresh is occurring.



The profile index refresh should be completed only if necessary
based on frequency of actions that change the index. Actions
that affect the index include: edits, additions, deletions.



The profile index refresh should also be completed if
performance issues are encountered, the delta value is non-zero
or when there are many large .cfs files on the server.

The profile index refresh will result in:





Zero delta value
Improved performance
Less hard drive space required
Three files in the index directory, including: the .cfs file, a
segments file and a deletable file

The refresh of a profile index will re-populate indexes on the authoring
server first, followed by all rendering servers.
To refresh the profile index:
1. Select the Module/Application explorer from the Site Explorer
dropdown.
2. Select Profile Directory under Modules.
3. Double-click Refresh Profile Index on the Desktop tab.

The Refresh Profile Index window will appear.

4. Click Re-populate Index.
A window indicating progress will appear.

The profile index should update and the delta should indicate no
differences.

5. Click Close.
Note: When the profile index is refreshed, profile versions
are added to the index in the following order (per profile):
Archive in ascending last modified date order, Editable and
Active.

7 Styles and Themes
The Profile Directory module utilizes a technique of SiteExecutive
content module development that offers developers and designers
complete flexibility over the appearance of content modules placed on a
page or template. This is accomplished by defining modes and themes
for a module.

Modes define the core functionality of the module while themes, coupled
with extended style sheet capabilities, provide the tools for creating rich
design possibilities.
When the module is displayed, the raw data is retrieved, formatted into
the XML structure defined by the mode, passed through the XSL file
defined by the theme for transformation into XHTML and then returned to
the browser for display.

7.1.1 Modes
A mode simply defines what information will be displayed by the module.
Each mode registered for a module maps to a specific XML format that
contains the data to be presented when the module is displayed. For
example, a search module may offer Search Form and Search Results
modes. While the same module is used to offer the Search Form and
the Search Results, the display for each is very different.
One or more modes are defined by the module developer and cannot be
extended or modified. The modes of a module define its core
functionality and display elements. The Profile Directory module
consists of seven modes.

7.1.2 Themes
While the mode of a module describes and defines its raw data, the
theme provides the primary presentation layer – the layout. A theme is
assigned to a mode and maps to an XSL style sheet that is used to
convert the raw XML of the mode into XHTML that will be displayed in
the browser. With the enhanced style sheet capabilities offered in
SiteExecutive 4.0, CSS may then be applied to the theme output as a
skin to provide a rich final presentation.
Unlike modes, which are fixed, developers may register custom themes
for a module if the desired layout cannot be created using the themes
that ship with the module.

7.1.3 Styles Sheets
A theme converts the raw XML of the mode to functional XHTML, but
CSS styling provides the final touch. Technically, some or all styling
could be done directly in the theme XSL file, but to truly leverage the
power of separation between presentation and content, style sheets
should be employed. With separation of content from presentation, many
skins can be applied to a single layout to present a number of unique
design implementations.

7.2 Creating a Theme
The expected audience for this section is developers and designers who
wish to create a custom layout for the module information. Registering
themes is custom functionality and should be accomplished by a
developer. This information is basic and provides limited guidance for
developers and designers.

7.2.1 Understanding the XML
The Profile Directory module employs multiple modes to fulfill its
current functional requirements. Each mode ships with one theme. The
XML structure is available in:
<install root>\server\mod\addons\semod_profiledirectory\_sample\xml>.
When the module is displayed, the XML will contain live data populated
at runtime.

7.2.2 Creating the XSL Style Sheet
As mentioned, the XSL style sheet transforms raw XML into presentable
XHTML markup. The transformation from XML to XHTML is not difficult,
but a few requirements must be observed to ensure that any custom
theme fits seamlessly into the SiteExecutive framework:


The XSL file should specify xml output method with the omit-xmldeclaration value set to "yes".



The transformation should display the module content within a
container div. This div tag will provide the module boundaries
for applying fixed widths, borders, background color, etc. using
CSS.

Additionally, the following best practices are recommended:


Transformed markup should be XHTML-compliant.



The use of presentational markup in the transformed XHTML
should be avoided.



The markup should be designed so that CSS style sheet
creators have access to every element of the markup for styling.
This can be done using container elements, class names, etc.

Finally, this module defines certain parameters that should be accepted
by the XSL style sheet. The default values may be set as desired and
any passed values may be ignored, but errors may occur if the following
parameters are not recognized by the XSL file:

Attributes

Description

se-module-id

ID applied to the module container element.
This is primarily used to create CSS styles
using descendant selectors that key on the
module's top level element.

7.2.3 Registering a Custom Theme
To register a custom theme:
1. Create one or more custom XSLT files in <instance
root>/www/custom. These can be modified copies of the sample files
shipped with SiteExecutive.
2. Edit <siteexecutive>\server\config\wsconfig\iis\exclusions_global.txt
file to include the custom directory. Remember to leave an extra line
break at the end of the file.

3. Restart World Wide Web Service for changes to take effect.
4. Create a new module directory in <instance root>\modules (for
example: <instance root>\modules\pd_theme_<theme name>), or
you can apply the theme name to multiple instances by creating the
directory in the modules within the parent of the instance roots(i.e.e:\web\modules).
5. Within the new module directory, create a mod_init.cfm file.
6. Edit the mod_init.cfm file to include one or more calls to
reg_theme.cfm. The number of calls should be equal to the number
of custom themes to be registered (see the example below).
7. Restart ColdFusion for the theme to be registered and initialized.

Using the reg_theme.cfm API:
<cfmodule
template="/#request.SEMap#/config/init/reg_them
e.cfm"
modulename="SEPROFILEDIRECTORYMODULE"
mode="Login"
title="Default"
xsl="http://#CGI.HTTP_HOST#/custom/ logindefault.xsl"
>
MODULENAME: Registered name of the module for which the theme is
being registered. For the Profile Directory module, this will be
"SEPROFILEDIRECTORYMODULE".
MODE: The registered name of the mode which may access the theme.
To see all modes and themes, the application.SEModuleThemes
variable can be dumped. The output should be easy to recognize.
TITLE: A title for the theme. This is the value that will appear in the
select box Module Properties dialog box when the Profile Directory
module is inserted on a page.
XSL : The fully qualified path to the XSLT file that defines the theme
transformation. Using the recommended placement above, that path
would be http://your.domain.tld/custom/theme_file_name.xsl. The
recommended practice is to name the XSLT file using the following
convention: modename-themename.xsl. This is only convention. Any
name will suffice, as long as it is registered properly. Sample XSLT files
are shipped with SiteExecutive. These can be found in the
<siteexecutive>\server\www\se\styles\mod\profiledirectory\skins directory
on the Webserver.
Once the SiteExecutive instance configuration is reloaded then all of
your themes should be available for the appropriate mode. These
themes will appear in the Module Properties dialog box in a themes
drop-down list when the module is inserted on the page.
The following modes are supported by the Profile Directory Module:
 Login








Edit Profile
Search Form
Search Results
Related Profiles
Featured Profile
Display Profile

The modes have to be referenced exactly as they are listed above. The
application.SEModuleThemes can be dumped as follows: <cfdump
var="#application.SEModuleThemes#" label="Modules, Modes and
Themes" />. This will allow developers to see all modes and themes
registered for a module.

8 SiteExecutive 2011 Permissions
Available actions for users based on permission levels in SiteExecutive 2011 can
be found on the Support Center.
http://support.siteexecutive.com/training/resources/permissions_2011_chart.html

